“We have ways to make you talk.”

BLOOMINGTON NOV 20 – DEC 31

SAILING LAKE HURON’S
GEORGIAN BAY
AND NORTH CHANNEL
By Jim Krause

THUMP! ELECTRONIC
THUMP! BLOOMINGTON
THUMP!
OF AGE
THUMP! COMES
by Kenneth Shafer
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FEATURES

BACH CANTATA

Bach wrote music under the most constrained and chaotic
circumstances, in a tiny apartment adjoining containing his huge
family, students, and a stream of guests and musicians swarming in and
out. Sounds like The Ryder oﬃce.
By Gerry Souza

SAILING LAKE HURON’S GEORGIAN
BAY AND NORTH CHANNEL

THE ETERNAL BOY

A two-month voyage through Lake Huron’s Georgian Bay and North
Channel, a region spanned hundreds of miles, with 15 provincial parks
and thousands of remote wilderness nooks and crannies.
By Jim Krause

No, we’re not talking about Donald Trump; if we were, the more apt
title would be The Eternal Brat. This eternal boy is Peter Pan and he
will be ﬂying around the BCT with pirates and pixie dust in Cardinal’s
production of Peter Pan.
By Jordan Nel

ELECTRONIC DANCE MUSIC

Thump thump thump. The dance music scene in Bloomington comes of
age.

FIREHOUSE FOLLIES

WFHB’s Firehouse Follies will combine music and sketch comedy
together in a live performance of BloomRunner 2017.

By Michael Kelsey

By Kenneth Shafer

COLUMNS
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Reverend Peyton, New Madrid & David Barbe
and more
By Anthony Scott Piatt

WHEN YOU THOUGHT
THEY WEREN’T LISTENING

It feels like grief is pouring out over your skin. Your ﬁrm, never-an-eyefor-an eye, stance on the death penalty is ﬂipped on its head, and it feels
unexpected, intrusive and icky. Timothy McVeigh was somebody’s son too.

By Colleen Wells
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TABLES

Charles Dickens Holiday Dinners, Clefs and Cans,
and the Gingerbread House Workshop
By Anthony Scott Piatt

EVENT HORIZON

30 Nights of Holiday Cheer

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

In Murder on the Orient Express, who does Ratchett say he met on a bus?
1. Ty Cobb
2. Babe Ruth
3. Casey Stengal
4. Barry Bonds
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S QUESTION
In A Walk to Remember, while riding the bus, Landon suggests to Jamie that she work on her social skills
Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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ENJOY YOUR
COMPLIMENTARY
COPY OF
THE NEW YORK TIMES.
7-DAY DELIVERY OF THE TIMES
NOW AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA.
SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE 50%.
The nation’s premier newspaper brings you the finest
in-depth coverage of national and international news,
business, the arts, technology, style and so much more.
Subscribe now and save 50% for 12 weeks.*

CALL 1-855-698-3366
OR VISIT NYTIMES.COM/MYPAPER
ENJOY FREE DIGITAL ACCESS TOO.
Home delivery subscribers receive free, unlimited
access to NYTimes.com and NYTimes apps.

*All home delivery options are available at the introductory rate of 50% off the regular rate for the first 12 weeks when paying by credit card. This introductory offer for newspaper delivery is valid only in areas served by The New York Times
Delivery Service to readers who have not had delivery in the past 90 days. Your credit card will be charged in advance for each 4-week billing period. At the end of your introductory period, delivery will continue at the regular rate unless you
notify us. Prices are subject to change. State and local taxes will be added where applicable. Product availability and price may vary by region. Mobile apps are not supported on all devices. Does not include e-reader editions, Times Insider
content or digital versions of The New York Times Crossword. Other restrictions apply. Offer expires 12/31/16.
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STAGES

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...

... LIVE MUSIC, COMEDY AND THEATER

ANDREW MCMAHON IN THE WILDERNESS
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by Anthony Scott Piatt

DECEMBER 5TH @ 8PM - THE BLUEBIRD
A WTTS Christmas Can Concert, so bring an arm
or bag full of canned goods that will beneﬁt local
families. Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard and Food
Rescue also receive part of the proceeds.
Andrew McMahon In The Wilderness uses a space theme meets NY streets on their newest
video, “So Close” is 2017’s funnest and oddest dance party. Aesthetically it’s a mix of “Rocket
Man” and “Dancing In The Streets” and Willy Wonka’s skyrocketing elevator (Gene Wilder, to
settle any questions). Musically it’s like a Chemical Brothers and Weezer supergroup playing
Rose Royce as non-disco dance tracks.
Here are brief bios of the organizations you’ll be helping as you dance your ass oﬀ;
About Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard: Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard increases access to healthy
food for all people in need in ways that cultivate dignity, self-suﬃciency, and community. We
envision a community where everyone has equal access to nutritious food, waste is minimized,
and all members are healthy, self-suﬃcient, and empowered to reach their full potential. Our
programs include a client-choice food pantry and free educational programs on nutrition and
gardening. Our programs are largely powered by our volunteer-patrons. We welcome any
community members who can beneﬁt from our services.
About Food Rescue: The K-12 Food Rescue Program in 350 schools addresses the estimated
1 billion Unwanted, Unpeeled, and Unwrapped food items wasted annually in America, and
simultaneously engages students to lead us out of the mess through their Student Leader
Entrepreneurial Initiative, or S.L.E.I. for short. (Pronounced SLAY). They are actively seeking
High School student leaders to become the face of the school food waste issue, and subsequently
lead our country into a new mindset.

STRAIGHT NO CHASER

DECEMBER 15TH @ 8PM - IU AUDITORIUM
Nice thing to have “Broadway World” say IU’s own Straight No Chaser is “both impressive and
just plain fun.” The group has been around longer than most freshmen at IU have been on earth.
If you saw them 21 years ago when they formed or are just seeing them for the ﬁrst time, SNC
brings a cappella that is accessible to audiences of all ages. An ageless form of presenting songs,
the boys bring pop songs and traditional holiday music to the IU Auditorium. A great venue for
a civilized evening of music with enough ornery humor and rockin’ rhythms to keep the levity
and good vibes ﬂowing.

NEW MADRID & DAVID BARBE

PRESENTED BY SPIRIT OF ‘68 DECEMBER
19TH @ 9PM - THE BISHOP
“Compact in some ways, yet expansive,” is
how New Madrid’s Phil McGill describes
their new album. The comments for the song
“Knots” are great. One post reads “This song
is as amazing as Bob Dylan making love to a
psychedelic mushroom!” While another post
says “I just had a seizure.” The second post
is more about the tunnel vision the video
presents. The music is 13th Floor Elevators on
whippets, in a good way.

REVEREND PEYTON’S BIG DAMN BAND

DECEMBER 31ST @ 8PM - THE BLUEBIRD
The annual New Year’s Eve show by the Big Damn Band. This tradition is a homecoming of sorts
for the Brown Co. band that travels over 200 days a year. We’re lucky to have them. If you’ve
seen them, you know. See ya there. If you haven’t, Rev Peyton plays lead, rhythm and bass
guitar simultaneously. Google it. Either under “Peyton playing Yankee doodle and dixie at the
same time” or under “why you should be at The Bluebird on New Year’s Eve.”
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...COMEDY

BRIAN POSEHN

DECEMBER 8TH AND 9TH - THE COMEDY ATTIC
Brian Posehn’s emanates (or at least is perceived by some as
having) a duality made of surliness and gooﬁness. The most ringing
endorsement for Posehn may be an intended slight, but from Trump,
so it’s a badge of honor. “Goofy Brian Posehn was hands-down the
worst supporting player in the original Mr. Show cast. Not a trained
actor. Embarrassing!” Trump tweeted. His unpresident-ed use of his
bully pulpit makes Brian’s statement on Trump ring loud, saying,
“Biﬀ From ‘Back To The Future 2’ Is Our President.”

Last time I caught Brian at The Comedy Attic he proved well
worth the ticket price. He also was sure to point out to us that he
had not, contrary to his own bit circulating on youtube, stopped
smoking… we assured him there’s more than corn in Indiana. It’s
that type of show, enjoy.
[editor’s note: Anthony Scott Piatt has volunteered at WFHB for
20 years so far and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites,
Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate mail at
writer4ryder@gmail.com.]

WHAT TO DIGEST WHEN
YOU’RE EXPECTING...
BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT
The Ryder has long provided a look into live performances such
as music, theater and comedy with the preview section Stages.
Tables is our look at culinary art. Our previews give preference to
fundraisers and education, while also presenting seasonal menus,
local specialties, festivals and special nights of entertainment
involving food. We focus on the craft of cooking and the use of food
as a community builder.

. . . FO O D F U N D R A I S E R S
CLEFS AND CANS 2017 - A BENEFIT FOR HOOSIER HILLS FOOD BANK
NOVEMBER 28TH @ 7PM - TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH, HOSTED BY FORGOTTEN CLEFS, INC.
“Clefs and Cans” is the second annual beneﬁt concert for the Hoosier Hills Food Bank. Forgotten Clefs will be presenting a program
of Christmas music from the Spanish Renaissance, featuring an ensemble of early wind instruments - including shawms, dulcians,
sackbuts, recorders, bagpipes, and more. Do it for a good cause and to hear the sackbuts, ‘cause when’s the last time you jammed to a
sackbut? Canned or shelf stable food is requested with free admission. “No one deserves to be hungry.”

SPARKLING W INE TASTING - BENEFITS 17TH ANNUAL “STUFF A BUS”
DECEMBER 2ND @ 2PM TO 5PM – C3 BAR
Free with a donation to Bloomington Transit’s 17th Annual “Stuﬀ a Bus”. Like the familiar thermometer for fund drives with real goods
instead of the traditional red Sharpie; New toys, kid’s coats and mittens ﬁll a Bloomington Transit bus to the goal of a fully “stuﬀed
bus.” Unwrapped new items are accepted for admission to C3 for the tasting. 3500 new toys, stuﬀed animals, new coats, hats and
mittens were distributed locally last year.

…SEASONAL EVENTS
CHARLES DICKENS HOLIDAY DINNERS
DECEMBER 6TH THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS - FARM BLOOMINGTON
Starting the ﬁrst week of December, get your cheer on with FARM’s annual Holiday celebration. Groups of four or more, with
reservations, will enjoy four courses with three paired wines. Smoked salmon salad with a pinot grigio, pork tenderloin medallions
with sherry and cherry reduction feature in the entree and desserts include the Tiny Tim approved ﬁggy pudding.

GINGERBREAD HOUSE WORKSHOP
DECEMBER 3RD AND 10TH @ 3:30PM - TUDOR ROOM BY IMU CATERING
The Gingerbread House Workshop will take place in the Indiana Memorial Union’s Tudor Room. Oﬀered on two consecutive Sundays
for up to 4 builders per house. There will be a cocoa bar, holiday cookies, gingerbread house display and a visit from Santa!

CHRISTMAS EVE SUNDAY BRUNCH
DECEMBER 24TH @ 9:00AM TO 2:00PM - FEAST CELLAR
This is a special brunch at the Feast Cellar with reservations required. Feast Cafe normally has Sunday brunch but will be closed
Christmas Eve. This special menu and venue change will feature Chef Erika’s Holiday feast favorites, which can also be ordered for
your home events. Reservations and special orders can be placed at feastjennifer@gmail.com.
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On Dec 3 and 10 at the Tudor Room:
The Gingerbread House Workshop

…TAST INGS
HOLIDAY W INE TAST ING
DECEMBER 6TH @ 5:30PM TO 8:30PM - TRUFFLES RESTAURANT
Tasting of over 30 wines paired with light appetizers. Wines will be
presented in groups over three tables. Table one includes a 2016 Black
Stallion Chardonnay and a Napa Valley 2015 Resonance Pinot Noir. Table
2 is dessert oriented with sweet names like Cupcake Cabernet. Table 3
highlights include the classically French titled Domaine Lafage “Bastide
Miraﬂors”, Côtes du Roussillon and, for the fruit forward but dry pallets,
the Achaval Ferrer Malbec Blend. Not a bad way to build your own holiday
menu. Let’s see, 3 hours, 30 wines, that’s 10 an hour… you are likely to
guess my schedule December 6th!

SPARKLE AND POP
DECEMBER 7TH @ 6:00PM TO 7:30PM - FINCH’S BRASSERIE
And, for where the wine lovers will be on the 7th (yes, I’m projecting
my own excitement)... This bubbles tasting has intentionally paired hors
d’oeuvres with six selections. Starting with a Prosecco (Le Colture “Fagher”,
Italy DOCG, NV) with an artichoke antipasto, herbed focaccia and Greek
olive oil, through four more courses including a Cremant du Jura (Reine
Jeanne, France NV) presented with “PB&J” Roasted almond butter, white
wine grape jelly and brioche. For dessert, back to a Prosecco (Il Follo, Rose
Demi-Sec Rose) served with cheesecake, pink wine & currant compote. All
wines at the tasting will be available for pre-order and will be delivered
to the restaurant in time for holiday get-togethers, or New Year’s events.
Reservations at (812) 333-2700 are recommended. Receive 20% oﬀ your food
when you reserve for both the tasting and dinner.

…MISCELLANEOUS FOOD EVENTS
NE W YEAR’S EVE EX TR AVAGANZA
DECEMBER 31ST - C3 BAR
The Postmodern Jazz Quartet are performing. While either of the Tobias’ can
make you a (literally) smokin’ Frontiersman or an array of crafted cocktails
suited for ushering in new beginings. The evening includes a 4 course prixﬁxe dinner, and Champagne toast at midnight.
“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy the ride… “It may
be healthier to eat beer and franks with cheer and thanks, than to eat sprouts and
bread with doubts and dread.”
ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 20 years so far and
publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts
comments and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.
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photo by K.D. Self

Watchi ng the Beat s
By K.D. Self
Our warm, dry, late-September allowed Summer to linger,
culminating in a hot 2017 Lotus Festival. But by the end of
October, cold Autumn rain exposed haunting Halloween
dreams at I Fell and Mathers galleries, and an aged but stillrocking Bob Dylan blew me into Winter’s gravity.
This year, for the first time, I brought my twelve-year-old
granddaughter to September’s Lotus World Music Festival.
Given the current isolationist and often-unkind political world,
I wanted to share the beautiful diversity of Lotus with her.
We began with free Saturday park events, plopping down
midst unknown friends, allowing sun to warm us like lazy
cats. We lounge-listened to Outside Track’s lively Celtic tunes
then Ladama’s Latino rhythms. Sandwiched between these
two staged acts, the Republic of Tuva singers’ tent workshop
provided educational insight into throat singing techniques.
Later that night, we explored Iberi Choir’s traditional Georgian
polyphony. Then we traveled uptown to Sixth Street where
De Temps Antan was wowing the crowd with lively French
Canadian dances. (Their use of footboards provided visceral
percussive effect.) By now, the little girl was getting sleepy
but, fortunately, she was a trooper. At the Buskirk-Chumley,
we soon discovered the best set of our night: Griot musicians
Trio da Kali. Despite balafon sticks being accidentally thrown,
nothing could stop this Mali band’s rhythmic enchantment.
From up-tempo to soulfully delicate refrains, Trio da Kali
was riveting. (I cannot stop playing their CD, which includes
Kronos Quartet accompaniment.)
Autumn continued to dawdle unseasonably warm until a
cool Friday in late October when beautifully dangerous photos
by Mike Waddell and Chrissie Dickinson were exhibited via
the “Haunted” popup show at I Fell Gallery. Shadowy films
by Dickinson, plus both Dickinson and Waddell’s askew
images were disquieting, moving the viewer out of comfort.
I became the eye pictured by Waddell in his “Secret” image,
found myself looking through a keyhole into these two
excellent, experimental photographers’ select private fears and
frightening memories. I was especially impressed by Waddell’s
imaginative overlays, by Dickinson’s evocative play of poetic
text with images, and by both artists’ bold public sharing,
especially as in Dickinson’s “Book of Father”—a dreaminspired portrait plus hair-raising story of childhood abuse and
emotional release.
A different kind of reminiscence acknowledging the
thin veil between life and death was evident at the Mathers
Museum from October 3rd through November 1st. There,
Michael Redman amassed his 12th annual Día de los Muertos
(Day of the Dead) altar. This is an ongoing community
participation project (viewers add notes about—or addressed
to—loved ones who have passed). Redman has an uncanny
ability to assemble altar objects in ways that both invite
participation and encourage whimsical but profound
thoughtfulness regarding the passage of time and life.
Our timeless Autumn moved Winter-like when cold
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The ‘Book of Father’ photo, held by
Dickinson, is Chrissie dressed as her late
father the way he appeared in a dream.
winds blew and two amazing elders played the IU Auditorium;
on October 29th, Mavis Staples opened for Bob Dylan (Mavis is 78,
Dylan 76). Both received standing ovations from a mixed-generation,
packed house. Staples invited all to have a good time—encouraging
love, trust, and positivity through her lyrics and beautiful presence:
“When I say my life matters, you can say yours does, too.” Then,
a fragile-looking Dylan alternated between accompanying himself
(with his great band) on piano and crooning slow tunes (minus
piano). Throughout, arrangements of his songs were masterfully
different from originals. On classics like Desolation Row and even
(surprisingly) his Blowin’ in the Wind encore, Dylan sang and pounded
out rock-blues piano licks, smiling slyly as the audience shouted joy.
Touring in support of his 2017 Triplicate album (a collection of Great
American torch standards), the ballads largely reflected on times gone
by. Especially poignant? September of My Years: “One day you turn
around and it’s summer, next day … it’s fall… The springs and the
winters of a lifetime, whatever happened to them all?”
Contact K.D. Self at ChoosingActiveCompassion@gmail.com.
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HOW TO
WRITE A BACH
CANTATA
By Gerry Sousa

The Bloomington Chamber Singers, the choral ensemble is the needs and requirements of the worship community. Initially,
a group of community singers who share a passion for singing. there was the consideration of the purpose of the cantata. For which
I have had the privilege of conducting BCS for over 25 years,
liturgical day was it intended? What were the designated Gospel
In late August we began preparing for our current concert
and Epistle readings for that day? And then what about the text?
season, “Feast on Bach.” In one of those early rehearsals, I
The text for the cantata was constructed like a sermon: an opening
shared some background information about Bach’s duties as a
exposition (usually a chorus for the entire ensemble), based one of the
church musician, duties that included
Biblical verses or a related chorale text, was
providing a cantata for worship
usually followed by a series of recitatives
services nearly every Sunday and
and arias composed to independent poetry.
We will never hear the wondrous
feast day throughout the liturgical
These sections rhetorically expanded
music that Bach must have heard
year. And “providing” typically
and developed the theme, enhancing the
within himself, the music that
meant composing (or adapting) a
theological implications and personal
multi-movement cantata based on
applications of the text at hand. In most
was his reality and his world.
the Epistle and Gospel of the day,
cases, the cantata ended with a chorale
But we do have the primitive
then writing out the score and all
whose text and tune were familiar to
strokes and circles and lines and
parts, gathering performers for one
the congregation and summarized the
words that Bach meticulously
or more rehearsals and ultimately
content of the cantata. These various text
penned as he moved the sounds
performing the work as an integrated
sections were assembled into a libretto,
part of the worship service. It is a job
chosen either from an existing collection
that enveloped him internally to
requirement that seems unimaginable
of such cantata libretti written by one of
the outside world.
to us today.
Bach’s colleagues, or even devised by Bach
One of the things I love most
himself.
about the singers in BCS is their
And then the process of the
wonder and curiosity about the music we perform. One of the
composition itself. How should the scope, length and tone of the
singers that evening asked me “How in the world did Bach
cantata reflect the context and significance of the liturgical day?
compose, rehearse and perform a cantata every week? I can’t
Cantatas could be anywhere from 17 to 40 minutes in length. How
even begin to envision the process.”
much music would actually be needed? One of the first decisions
Like any complex project, there were many interconnected Bach had to make was whether the new cantata should utilize music
steps in the process of creating a cantata that would meet
already composed for another purpose or whether the work would be
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newly-composed. Ever the ingenious pragmatist, Bach could craftily adapt existing
material - perhaps alternating a cantata basically composed for soloists and a few
instruments into a festive one with grand and complex choruses, or reworking the
music for a secular occasion to fit a sacred text. Whether adapting or composing
anew, he had to consider what forces were available - or busy elsewhere? Were there
new or unusual instruments that added interest to the rhetoric and texture - the oboe
d’amore, the corno da caccia, piccolo cello, liuto, recorder or transverse flute, perhaps
(Bach was always interested in the invention of new instruments)?
The composing itself took place under the most constrained and chaotic
circumstances in Bach’s tiny apartment adjoining the Thomasschule and containing
his huge family, students, and a stream of guests and musicians. His son Carl Phillip
Emanuel described the household in Leipzig as a “pigeonry” with people swarming
in and out all the time. In the midst of all this, a strict procedure for the production
of the cantatas was adhered to. Once the score was completed, a copyist would
copy out the parts; additional copyists would prepare the duplicate instrumental
parts, transpositions, and rudimentary vocal scores. Finally Bach would revise the
parts himself and (if time permitted) enter bass figures into the organ continuo part,
sketchy indications in the parts at best. The extant parts indicate hardly any cues nor
markings and corrections made by the musicians in rehearsal. The materials would
most often be ready one day before the performance; scarcely any rehearsal ensued—
perhaps a prefect ran through the parts with the boys and students; indeed, there is
some question as to whether there was time for any rehearsal at all! But one way or
another, parts were passed out to the musicians and the performance took place in
church, after which Bach undoubtedly sat down with wine and a good book, before
crawling into bed. Then, next morning, arise, shine, and go back to step one. Repeat
for five years or so. And yet what extraordinary music emerged!
Bach’s compositional process is, of course, the focus of much serious academic
research. Volumes have been written as scholars posit answers and offer insights and
perspectives. We of course, will never really know nor scarcely imagine how this
remarkable music broke through into Bach’s consciousness and grew in form and
meaning into such works of grace, balance, logic, and beauty. We will never hear the
wondrous music that Bach must have heard within himself, the music that was his
reality and his world. But we do have the primitive strokes and circles and lines and
words that Bach meticulously penned as he moved the sounds that enveloped him
internally to the outside world where they could be played and sung and heard and
worshipped. In a very real sense, we re-creative artists create our musical worlds by
studying the strange symbols as we try our best to reverse the process—converting
the lines and shapes back into the music Bach heard.
This season, the Bloomington Chamber Singers will present 15 of Bach’s
cantatas in a 3-part series. We are working from carefully edited and beautifully
engraved scores and parts. We are undoubtedly spending far more time rehearsing
these cantatas than Bach and his musicians. Preparing them will be a challenge and
a joy for us. But when we step back for a moment and remember how they were
actually brought to life in the first place, it makes each little masterpiece even more
remarkable.

You’re in good hands.

Call me today about
renter’s insurance
812 332-9347

TIMOTHY B. HOGAN
1000 N Walnut St #A Bloomington

a089829@allstate.com
Premium based on rounded state average. Actual premium will vary based on amount of
insurance purhased and other factors. Insurance subject to availability, qualifications and
policy terms. Allstate Insurance Company and Allstate Indemnity Company. Northbrook
Illinois 2008 Allstate Insurance Company

FEAST ON BACH
Bloomington Chamber Singers present “Feast on Bach I: Cantatas of the
Christmas Season.” 3 p.m. Sunday afternoon, December 3rd, 2017, at St. Mark’s
United Methodist Church. Preconcert lecture at 2pm preceding by IU Professor of
Musicology Daniel Melamed.
“Feast on Bach,” is a three-concert series of cantatas that Bach composed for
the major feast days of the Lutheran church year: Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, and
Reformation Day. Reflecting the importance and celebratory nature of the days for
which they were written, these cantatas contain some of Bach’s most resplendent
writing, with brilliant opening choruses, full orchestral scoring replete with high
Baroque trumpets and timpani, and virtuosic arias and duets. They are a great
musical treat for performers and audience alike. The first installment, “Feast on
Bach I: Cantatas of Advent and Christmas” will be performed on Sunday afternoon,
December 3, 2017 at 3:00pm at St. Mark’s United Methodist Church.
Tickets and more information: www.chambersingers.info
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Puer Aeternus:

The Eternal Boy

cardinal presents peter pan
this december at the buskirk-chumley theater

In 1898, while walking his Saint Bernard in Kensington
Gardens, James Barrie met a pair of young brothers on
an afternoon outing with their nurse. Amused by the
juxtaposition of the rather small man with his rather large
dog, the boys, George and Jack, soon grew equally enchanted
with Barrie’s stories about fairies and about how their baby
brother, Peter, could fly. Their afternoon meetings in the park
quickly became routine and Barrie grew close to the Llewelyn
Davies family, with whom he shared a life-long relationship
and without whom the Peter Pan story might never have
come to be. Cardinal Stage Company will present the musical
stage version of Peter Pan this December. The production is
the eleventh in Cardinal’s long line of family-friendly holiday
productions that have become a Bloomington tradition.
Authorial biographies are inherently attractive to
audiences and filmmakers, as if the secret to the success of
classic stories is housed in the lives of their creators. Before
Saving Mr. Banks gave us the troubled backstory of Mary
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By Jordan Nel

Poppins
(Cardinal
Stage
Company’s
holiday show two years
ago), Finding Neverland gave us the almost equallytroubled backstory of Peter Pan. In a loveless marriage
with actress Mary Ansell, J.M. Barrie found consolation in his
friendship with the Llewellyn Davies brothers, five in all, and their
mother, Sylvia. Their father, Arthur, conveniently removed from the
story line of Finding Neverland, was also present before passing from
cancer in 1907—although, it is rumored that Arthur was not fond of
Barrie’s encroachment on his family’s life. Childless men befriending
young boys in the park, to modern ears, reads as stranger-danger, and
many critics side with Arthur Llewelyn Davies’ wariness. However,
scholars consistently insist upon Barrie’s innocence. He was a man
whose life was riddled with heartache following his brother’s death
in childhood and he simply seemed to compensate by becoming
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fascinated with youth.
Although Peter Pan is the namesake of Peter Llewelyn Davies, the middle
brother, Barrie explains that the character is really an amalgamation of all five
boys. “To the Five,” reads the dedication to Peter Pan, “I always knew that
I made Peter by rubbing the five of you violently together, as savages with
two sticks produce a flame… That is all he is, the spark I got from you.” New
Yorker Magazine critic Anthony Lane notes, however, “The course of the flame
is a tricky one to trace, and what matters is that in Peter Pan Barrie achieved
the rarest alchemy of all, the one no writer can plan or predict: he invented a
myth.”
Peter Pan’s story of egotism and fairies and pirates has indeed taken
on mythological splendor; it is an archetypal shell that has been told and
reshaped and told again in various mediums since its theatrical premiere at
the Duke of York’s Theatre in 1904. The play came first, followed by a prose
version in 1911 titled Peter and Wendy (editors later changed the title to Peter
Pan for consistency). Barrie wrote a screenplay for a silent film version in the
1920s, but it took him twenty years to come to an agreement with Paramount
about the rights and the only surviving copy sat deteriorating in a Kodak
vault after World War II. The first successful film version is Walt Disney’s 1953
full-length animated picture, Peter Pan. Since then, there has been the stage
musical of the same name in which Peter is traditionally played by a woman
(Mary Martin and Julie Andrews are two of the most notable female Peters),
Hook (the one where Robin Williams as Peter Pan actually does grow up), a
Disney Channel cartoon series for young children called Jake and the Neverland
Pirates, and a prequel titled Peter and the Starcatchers, first a novel by Dave
Barry and Rick Pearson and then a Broadway play that was recently staged by
IU Theatre.
The memorable story feature in the Peter Pan mythology is that Peter
is the exception referenced in the rule, “All boys, except one, grow up.”
But in the dialogue surrounding Peter Pan and its inception, few note that a
boy who never grows up is an actual myth. It’s called Puer Aeternus, Latin
for “Eternal Boy.” Puer Aeternus first shows up in Ovid’s Metamorphoses
in a story about a mythological child-god who remains forever young.
Freud’s protégé Carl Jung later adopted Puer Aeternus to describe one of the
archetypes of the psyche in which an adult remains stuck in an adolescent
level of development. The criteria for diagnosis, interestingly enough, bear
striking resemblance to Peter Pan’s dilemmas. All Jungian archetypes have
unconscious counterparts called shadows that work in opposition to the
conscious self. Peter, in the opening scene of the novel and play, loses his
shadow when it’s snapped off by the closing pane as he flies out the Darling
children’s nursery window. Not surprisingly, Peter finds disembodiment with
his shadow problematic, and he returns to the nursery to find it stuffed in a
drawer. Without a Jungian psychologist around, he attempts to reattach his
shadow by sticking it to his feet with soap, but Wendy, with her womanly
smarts, sews it on with a needle and thread (she even wonders whether
she should have ironed it for him first, as it’s rather crumpled from its time
in the dresser). Wendy mends Peter’s shadow and later attempts to fix the
Lost Boys’ lack of parentage by becoming their mother. The story’s motif of
masculine oafishness compared with feminine intuition actually has a Jungian
explanation as well. Women involved with Peter Pans suffer from the Wendy
Dilemma and must play mother to their significant others’ immaturity.
Neverland truly is a child’s psychological landscape. It is each child’s
land of make believe, which accounts for its demographical and geographical
diversity: pirates and mermaids and Indians and lagoons and forests. The
novel’s exposition makes clear that adults once had their own Neverland,
but it’s something you lose with age. The closest an adult in the story comes
to possessing access to the whimsy of Neverland is Mrs. Darling’s kiss,
unreachable and on the right corner of her mouth. Perhaps this is why the
Peter Pan myth continues to delight audiences, both young and old.
Cardinal Stage Company’s Peter Pan runs December 15-30 at the BuskirkChumley Theater. Visit cardinalstage.org for more details.
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from left: Becky Stapf and Betty Greenwell perform radio theatre-style a skit
about the People’s Republic of Bloomington at the September 2016 Firehouse
Follies | photo by Jar Turner

PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES
OF COMMUNITY RADIO UNTIL
THEY PUSH BACK
by Michael Kelsey

From the time WFHB ﬁrst went on the air back in 1993, community radio has provided a platform from which members of
the Bloomington community could communicate with others in
that community. Initially, this communication was musical, with
local volunteer music programmers sharing the music they were
passionate about with others. It grew to include public aﬀairs
programming, beginning with headline news, evolving into more
detailed news reports, and ﬁnally growing to include shows such
as Bring in On, BloomingOut, and others, in which members of
one segment of the community communicated with others in that
segment, and members of the community at large. Over the years
the station has evolved to what it is now (whatever that might be),
and has become a true community resource.
I became involved with WFHB when it moved downtown in 1994. I
started with the news, and eventually became a music programmer;
for many years I worked with a local storyteller, a miscreant calling
herself “Arbutus Cunningham,” and became more and more in-
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trigued by the idea of a show that would combine music and sketch
comedy in a live performance format. With the cooperation of station
engineer Jeﬀrey Morris and local radio theater guru/voice actor
Richard Fish this became a reality when the ﬁrst “Firehouse Follies”
show went on the air as a part of the station’s spring fund drive in
2008. Without the involvement of these two people, and many others, the show would never have lasted.
We had a precedent in Minnesota Public Radio’s “A Prairie Home
Companion,” of course, but from the beginning we felt that our show
should follow a diﬀerent path. PHC owed its success to the personality of its founder, Garrison Keillor, and had behind it the resources of
a large public radio station. The “Firehouse Follies” had behind it the
virtually nonexistent resources of a small community radio station,
and we felt that rather than being the extension of one (admittedly
brilliant) individual, we would be better served as a reﬂection of the
community as a whole.
And this, basically, is what has happened. The “Firehouse Follies”
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are made possible by the combined eﬀorts of 17
volunteers who provide technical support and
act in our skits, about 8 poorly paid musicians,
and, usually, one regional or national musician
who is paid less than he or she is worth. One
of our biggest points of pride is that nearly all
of these musicians have asked to come back,
because they ﬁnd the spirit of the show to be, as
Nashville singer/songwriter David Olney has
said, “what radio should be about.” We strive,
basically, for silly. We get political on occasion,
but mostly we sort of circle around the jungle of
politics, stopping now and then to lift our leg and
take a quick whiz on whatever is available.
We present the “Firehouse Follies” four times
a year, in accord with the seasons (March, June,
September and December), and each show has
its own special name. The winter show, coming
up on December 3, is called “BloomRunner
2017,” in tribute to the recent release of one
of our favorite science ﬁction movies, Blade

WFHB’S FIREHOUSE FOLLIES
COMBINES MUSIC AND SKETCH
COMEDY TOGETHER IN A LIVE
PERFORMANCE FORMAT.
Runner 2049. Yes, it will include a skit about
replicants, and about the ﬂawed orange-tinted
replicants attempting to rule the world. The
local old-time music group The New Hoosier
Broadcasters will provide music. The WFHB
Gospel Gurlz will perform a tribute to girl
groups, and our house band, the Firehouse
Rounders, will also provide music. And, of
course, we will push products from our sponsor, the ubiquitous Fiddlin’ Joe Enterprises.
There will be the usual ration of fake news
(what do you know about the infamous
Indiana killer mongooses?), and listeners will
have the chance to catch up on the goings on
at the General’s Hospital. You can listen to the
show on the radio, but it is a lot more fun to be
there for the live presentation, because we have
Tony Brewer, a nationally known sound eﬀects
dude, doing the eﬀects live.
Sadly, this may well be the last edition of the
“Firehouse Follies.” We are not backed by the
resources of a large public radio station, and
the resources that WFHB can call its own are
steadily shrinking. We are currently in the
throes of establishing a funding source no
dependent on station revenues.
“BloomRunner 2017” will be from 4 to 6 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 3, at the Waldron Auditorium.
Tickets are available at the door. For information on how to support the “Firehouse Follies”
ﬁnancially, go to the WFHB Firehouse Follies
Facebook page.
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When you
Thought
they
Weren’t
A lone stuffed puppy
rests on a bronze seat in “The
Field of Empty Chairs,” part of the National
Memorial Museum exhibit in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
honoring the 168 people who died in the terrorist attack
on the Alfred P. Murrah Building on April 19, 1995.

Listening
By Colleen Wells

There are moments in parenthood when time freezes.
Some of these moments are joyful, some painful, while others
hang somewhere in between, but you’ll have those memories
as long as your brain is capable of holding onto them. They
become hard-wired.
You and your family are getting ready for the day in
your hotel room in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, where you’ve
stopped on your way home from visiting family in Colorado.
Yakob and Ayalkbet, your two and three-year-old sons adopted
from Ethiopia, are now speaking English, although some of it
is still broken. They wiggle and play with their toy cars on the
bed in an attempt to quell their boredom as you and Rick finish
dressing. When your sons first arrived in Indianapolis just a
little over five months ago, on January 3, 2001, they referred to
cars as “mechinas.” Dogs were “woosha,” bread, “dabo.” You
miss that.
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In the background, this morning’s news includes details of the
execution of Timothy McVeigh, the mastermind behind the terrorist
act of blowing up a federal building in Oklahoma City on April 19,
1995. You consider turning off the television to shield your sons from
this story of the dark Manson soul losing his way. Then you realize
they aren’t paying attention. Instead they are lost in the imaginary
world of their metal cars discussing whose is faster, and whose is
better.
On the road trip when they spied expensive sports cars from the
vantage point of their safety seats, they would say, “Cool car, mine,”
each vying to be the first to claim them. This was another piece of
evidence they were already becoming Americanized. The loss of their
culture and immersion into your own makes you feel guilty. They are
happy guys, amazingly so given
their humble beginnings which include the ache of hunger
in their bellies, parasites and lice. All of those things have been
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addressed, but what about the trauma of
losing their families? You can never fix
the fact that they have lost their parents
as well as siblings if they had them. The
information you have about what led them
to the orphanage is sketchy at best. Your
sons, though biologically unrelated, arrived
at roughly the same time. Brothers through
happenstance.
Because he is older, Ayalkbet can
describe more about his past. He recalls a
brief time in the streets of Addis Ababa,
having to compete for food with older
children. He explains that it bothers him
they didn’t have things in their homes, like
doors and lights.
McVeigh was put to death by lethal
injection before you’ve even finished your
coffee. The coverage includes footage of The
Outdoor Symbolic Memorial which was
erected to commemorate those who lost
their lives as a result of his crime. Ironically
his death, a retribution for his actions, took
place back home in Terre Haute, a small
town in Indiana, the state where you live,
and where your sons began their lives with
you. And here you are, in the same city
where the heinous act was carried out.
It seems appropriate to visit
the memorial site. There are several
architectural elements that work together in
a stunning array to pay homage to the lives
lost including the “Field of Empty Chairs.”
You squint against the cerulean blue
sky that whirls with white clouds, the
perfect backdrop for this drama. 168 chairs
comprise nine rows which signify each floor
of the building. The names of the dead are
included in the specific row of the floor
where they worked, or visited when the
bombing occurred. A somber hush falls
over your family. The grass below the chairs
seems unnaturally green like any minute
fairy sprites might peer through the blades.
The glass bases of the chairs are translucent
in a rich, pearly way. Each one has a name
of the dead etched into it. The seats and
backs of the chairs made from bronze
form perfect 90 degree angles. They sit in
the actual footprint of what was once the
Murrah Building.
The memorial was constructed by the
Butzers, a husband and wife architect team
who then lived in Berlin, Germany, and won
a highly competitive international contest
which had 624 entries from 23 different
countries to create it.
The intent of this part of the memorial
is evident, eliciting respectful thought in its
simplicity. Thought that cloys at the loss,
each chair representing an empty place at
the dinner table.
Rick leads the way as you inch closer,
kids in tow. You glance back at them from
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time to time. Ayalkbet has dark expressive eyes that seem to be
surveying the landscape, and his footsteps are quicker. Yakob’s
belly is still distended from malnutrition, his little legs dwarfed
underneath are less coordinated. When you stop walking, the
boys are “we’re in church now” quiet. Somehow they know.
Rick stops and crosses his arms over his chest as if to say no
to the site. There are also nineteen smaller chairs representing
the lost lives of the children who died that day. Babies. Your
mind is empty, but your heart, which became the heart of a
mother six months ago, is not. Baby chairs for babies. Three
unborn children died too. All that is left of them are carved

words below the names of their mothers. Rick pulls each son close,
positioning them in front of him into a protective huddle.
Your firm, never an eye for an eye, stance on the death
penalty is flipped on its head, and it feels unexpected, intrusive
and icky. Timothy McVeigh was somebody’s son too. Did they say
on the news whether McVeigh’s parents witnessed his death? You
can’t recall. How do parents go on if the last memory of their son
is him being electrocuted to death? How can any good memories
from the past spring forward?
It feels like grief is pouring out of your skin, you can feel
it in your nails, your eyeballs. White hot anger, suffocating

Timeline of events
for the Oklahoma City Bombing on April 19, 1995

April 23, 1968

Timothy McVeigh is born in Lockport, NY.

February 28

April 19th 1993 - A standoff between FBI agents and
Branch Davidians lasts 50 days and ends in a fire destroying
their compound, known as Mt. Carmel, near Waco, Texas.
Seventy-four people, including the group’s leader David
Koresh, died. This is known as the Waco siege. Much
controversy surrounds the event and the way it was handled.

April 19, 1995 –

Just five days before his 27th birthday, McVeigh, along
with co-conspirator Terry Nichols, a long-time friend who
McVeigh met during basic training, carry out the plot to bomb
the Alfred P. Murrah Building. At 9:02 a.m., through use of
a rental truck full of explosives that detonates in downtown
Oklahoma City, 300 buildings in the area are damaged or
destroyed in the bombing.
There are 168 fatalities and more than 650 other injured
people. It takes two weeks and the effort of rescuers from
all over the country to conclude the rescue effort. This act is
known as the largest terrorist act to occur on American soil to
date.
McVeigh is arrested later the same day for illegal
possession of a handgun during an incident of a traffic
violation. While in jail he becomes a primary suspect in the
Oklahoma City bombing. McVeigh later states his motivation
for the bombing is retaliation of the FBI’s involvement in Waco
and other large scale incidents wherein McVeigh questioned
the use of force.

October 9, 1997

The National Memorial is established through the signing
of the Oklahoma City National Memorial Act of 1997, by U.S.
President Bill Clinton. It is also administratively listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
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December 23, 1997

Terry Nichols is found guilty on federal charges of
conspiracy to use a weapon of mass destruction and eight
counts of involuntary manslaughter. Michael Fortier, an
individual with knowledge of the bombing, but not a direct
participant, had agreed to testify against McVeigh and Nichols
in exchange for his own reduced sentence.

June 4, 1998

Nichols is sentenced to life in prison without parole. The
federal jury had been unable to decide on the death penalty for
him.

April 19, 2000

The memorial is formally dedicated. It is the fifth
anniversary of the bombing. It includes several exceptional
components including the Gates of Time, two twin gates (one
marked 9:01 a.m., and the other 9:03 a.m. framing the time of
9:02 a.m. when the bombing occurred, a reflecting pool, a fence
where people leave mementos of love and hope, a children’s
area, and a survivor’s wall.
There is also the Survivor Tree, an elm tree that survived
the 4,000 pound blast. It faces an orchard that shows
appreciation for the 12,000 rescuers who helped after the
bombing. At the base of the tree is an inscription saying,
“The spirit of this city and this nation will not be defeated;
our deeply rooted faith sustains us.”
Since 1996 seedlings of the tree are collected annually.
Representatives of Oklahoma City send them to other areas of
the country in times of devastation including natural disasters
and mass killings. They were sent to New York City after the
terrorist attack of 9/11.

February 19, 2001

The National Memorial Museum on the north side of
the memorial is dedicated. The Institute for the Prevention of
Terrorism and the museum are both housed in the old Journal
Record Building on the grounds.
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helplessness, the pungent loss of these
people you did not know and for reasons
you do not understand, it’s all right there
in your heart, threatening your knees
to buckle under the weight and then
Ayalkbet, your oldest son, points.
Words, petal-soft, rise from his throat
like doves.
“Look, Mom. Fire chairs.”

Mathers Museum Store
featuring special gifts
from around the world

June 11, 2001

McVeigh is executed by lethal
injection at 7:14 a.m. at the U.S. Federal
Penitentiary in Terre Haute, Indiana. He
is the first federal prisoner to be executed
by the federal government since Victor
Feguer was executed in Iowa on March
15, 1963 through the hanging method.
There is massive press coverage of the
event. Details include how McVeigh
eats two pints of mint chocolate chip ice
cream for his last dinner, and dies with
his eyes open.
Also, in a written statement that
the warden shares with witnesses of his
execution, McVeigh includes the poem
“Invictus” by William Ernest Henley.
This is how the poem ends:

416 N. Indiana Ave
Bloomington
mathers@indiana.edu
www.mathers.indiana.edu

“In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.
Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years
Finds, and shall find, me unafraid.
It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate:
I am the captain of my soul.”
The letter is signed with June 11,
2001 the date of his execution, and signed
with a “thank you.”

September 11, 2001

Two airplanes fly into the twin
towers of the World Trade Center in
New York City. An additional plane
hits the Pentagon outside Washington,
D.C. A fourth plane crashes into a field
in Pennsylvania. Almost 3,000 people
are killed, replacing the Oklahoma City
Bombing as the worst act of terrorism to
occur in the United States.
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event h
M O N D AY, N O V 2 0 T H

• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm (doors 7pm); $3 for 1 or $5
for 2
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Indiana Historical Society
Festival of Trees Exhibit;
Glick Indiana History Center
(Indianapolis); Nov. 17-Jan. 6

T U E S D AY, N O V 2 1 S T

• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Weekly Blues Jam (featuring
Forest Gras Band); Player’s
Pub; 8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, N O V 2 2 N D
• Open Stage w/Luxe Monroe;
Back Door; 11pm
• Call & Response House Band;
Blockhouse; 11pm
• Zion CrossRoads Drinksgiving
Party; Player’s Pub; 7pm; $5
•

T H U R S D AY, N O V 2 3 R D

• Monroe County Community
Kitchen Thanksgiving Day Meal

•

S AT U R D AY, N O V 2 5 T H

• Holiday Market at Bloomington
Farmer’s Market (downtown,
Shower’s Plaza)
• Fundraiser for Team Indigenous
Roller Derby; Back Door; 10pm
• Hairbangers Ball; Pam Thrash
Retro; Bluebird; 8pm; $8
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Blues Brothers Review Band;
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $7
•

S U N D AY, N O V 2 6 T H

• Karaoke Dance Party with KJ
Coley D; Back Door; 10pm
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 2pm & 7:30pm;
$19.50-$20.50
• A Christmas Story (ﬁlm);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 3pm;
$5
• Fred’s DogBowl Beneﬁt; Player’s
Pub; 5pm
•

M O N D AY, N O V 2 7 T H

• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm (doors 7pm); $3 for 1 or $5
for 2
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Bloomington Solo Talent
Competition; Player’s Pub;
8pm; $5
•

T U E S D AY, N O V 2 8 T H

Arsenio Hall is at the Comedy Attic,
December 1st and 2nd.
•

F R I D AY, N O V 24 T H

• Dance Party with Stak; Back
Door; 10pm
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Holly Days/Bloomington
Symphony Orchestra; BuskirkChumley Theater; 5:30pm;
$5-$18
• Holly Days/Bloomington
Symphony Orchestra; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8:00pm;
$5-$18
• Canopy of Lights; Downtown
Bloomington
• Colonel Angus; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Salaam; Player’s Pub; 8pm
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• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Battle of the Bands; Bluebird;
8pm
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Weekly Blues Jam (hosted by
Cliﬀ & the Guardrails); Player’s
Pub; 8pm; $2
•

W E D N E S D AY, N O V 2 9 T H

• Open Stage w/Luxe Monroe;
Back Door; 11pm
• Call & Response/Walter Smith/
John Raymond/Philip Wailes/
Ben Lumsdaine Quartet; 8pm; $5
• Make a Wish Beneﬁt (with Jessie
Chambers & friends); Player’s
Pub; 6pm
• Wednesday Evening Open Mic;
Player’s Pub; 9pm; free
•

T H U R S D AY, N O V 3 0 T H

• Settler Bash! Ft. DJ Te, Street
Medic Training; Back Door;
9pm; $5 cover & donations for
legal funds for those arrested
in STL protesting the murder of

Anthony Smith.
• Postmodern Jazz Quartet; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Herobust/Yultron; Bluebird;
9pm; $15-$20
•

F R I D AY, D E C 1 S T

• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 9pm; $5
• The Weather Station; Blockhouse
Bar; 9pm; $8
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Michael Jackson Tribute Show;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm;
$20-$55
• Arsenio; Comedy Attic; 8pm,
$35; 10:30pm, $35
• The Resistible Rise of Arturo
Ui (play by Bertolt Brecht); IU
Theater Production/Wells-Metz
Theater; 7:30pm
• Winter Argentine Tango Ball;
Mathers Museum (food,
dancing, live music); 7pm class;
8pm music from Tamango
• IU Latin American Ensemble;
Musical Arts Center (MC066); 8pm
• Garden of Joy; Player’s Pub;
5pm; free
• Martinie’s Boogie Three (with
Kid Kazooey & Jesse Myerson);
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $5
• Holiday Art Fair & Bazaar;
Unitarian Universalist Church;
10am
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C 2 N D

• Bitchin Bajas with Open Sex &
Love-Birds; Blockhouse Bar;
9pm; $7-$8
• Dizgo/Gorillaz Tribute/Troll;
Bluebird; 8pm; $5
• Ross Gay Poetry Reading with
Kacie Swierk; Book Corner; 3pm
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Another Round Holiday
Concert; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm; $5-$10
• Arsenio; Comedy Attic; 8pm,
$35; 10:30pm, $35
• Honky Tonk with Blue Diesel
Ramblers; Player’s Pub; 5pm;
free
• Sheila Stephens & the Rodeo
Monkeys; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $5
• Disco Underground/70s Party;
Root Cellar Lounge; 10pm
• Chimes of Christmas; IU
Auditorium; 2pm & 7:30pm;
$10-$30
• Krampus Rampage & Bazaar
2017; downtown Bloomington;
bazaar (Showers common),
5pm; rampage begins at 4th &
Madison, 6p

Andrew McMahon in the Wilderness
plays the Bluebird Tuesday December 5.

S U N D AY, D E C 3 R D

• Karaoke Dance Party with KJ
Coley D; Back Door; 10pm
• Rodeola album release;
Blockhouse; 7pm; $5
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 2pm & 7:30pm;
$19.50-$20.50
• 2017 Children’s International
Film Festival; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 2:15pm; $4-$10
• Rock 4 Refugees Beneﬁt;
Player’s Pub; 8pm
•

M O N D AY, D E C 4 T H

• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm (doors 7pm); $3 for 1 or $5
for 2
• Sex Salon; The Bishop; 8pm; free
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Holiday Choir Concert;
Bloomington High School South;
7pm; $5
•

T U E S D AY, D E C 5 T H

• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• WTTS Can Concert/Andrew
McMahon in the Wilderness;
Bluebird; 8pm; $27-$32
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Weekly Blues Jam (featuring
King Bee & the Stingers);
Player’s Pub; 8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, D E C 6 T H

• Open Stage w/Luxe Monroe;
Back Door; 11pm
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C 7 T H

• Free HIV/STD testing; Back
Door; 7pm
• Monika Herzig’s Peace on Earth
Concert; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, D E C 8 T H

• Don’t Call Me Betty (band);
Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Believe: A Brown County
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horizon
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Brian Posehn; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $15-$18; 10:30pm, $13-$16
• RP & the Wurlitzers; Player’s
Pub; 5pm
• Gordon Bonham Blues Band;
Player’s Pub; 8pm; $6
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C 9 T H

• Sundy Best; Bluebird; 9pm; $10
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Brian Posehn; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $16-$20; 10:30pm, $15-$18
• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Soul Street; Player’s Pub;
8:30pm;

•

S U N D AY, D E C 1 0 T H

• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 2pm & 7:30pm;
$19.50-$20.50
• Monroe County Civic Theater
Variety Show (beneﬁting Middle
Way); Player’s Pub; 4pm
• Art and a Movie (Red Grooms);
IU Fine Arts 102 (sponsored
by Eskenazi Museum of Art);
2pm; free
•

M O N D AY, D E C 1 1 T H

• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30; $3
•

T U E S D AY, D E C 1 2 T H

• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Weekly Blues Jam (featuring
WhistleBit); Player’s Pub; 8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, D E C 1 3 T H

• Kim Chi; Back Door; 9:30pm; $15
(general admission), $25 (meet
& greet)
• Tom Roznowski; Player’s Pub;
6pm; $5

T H U R S D AY, D E C 1 4 T H
• Ut Haus Jazz Band’s 27th
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• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Weekly Blues Jam (Jack Whittle
Band); Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
•

F R I D AY, D E C 1 5 T H

• Start-up Mic Night; The Bishop;
5:30pm; free
• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6:30
pm; $11.95-$39.95
• James Adomian; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $13-$16; 10:30pm, $12-$15
• Straight No Chaser; IU
Auditorium; 8pm; $53+
• Krista Detor Holiday Musical
Feast (Meals on Wheels beneﬁt);
Unitarian Universalist Church;
7:30pm; $25-$28
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C 1 6 T H

New Madrid is at the Bishop on Tuesday, December 19.

T U E S D AY, D E C 2 6 T H

Holiday Jazz Concert; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• James Adomian; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $12-$15
• Spoken Word; Player’s Pub; 6pm
•

• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
& 6:30pm; $11.95-$39.95
• James Adomian; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $15-$18; 10:30pm, $12-$15
• The Uke-Tones; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• The Dynamics; Player’s Pub;
8:30pm;
•

S U N D AY, D E C 1 7 T H

• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 2pm & 7:30pm;
$19.50-$20.50
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
& 6:30pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Karaoke; Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, D E C 1 8 T H

• SIN (Service Industry Night);
Back Door; 7pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm (doors 7pm); $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
• The Lennon Beasley Experience;
The Bishop; 8pm; $5
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
•

T U E S D AY, D E C 1 9 T H

• Drink n’ Draw; Back Door; 8pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• New Madrid & David Barbe;
The Bishop; 9pm; $8-$10
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Weekly Blues Jam (featuring
O2R Blues Band); Player’s Pub;
8pm; $2

W E D N E S D AY, D E C 2 7 T H
Tom Roznowski plays the Player’s Pub
Wednesday, December 13.
•

W E D N E S D AY, D E C 2 0 T H

• Open Stage w/Luxe Monroe;
Back Door; 11pm
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6:30
pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $5
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C 2 1 S T

• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Rods & Cones; Bluebird; 8pm; $7
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6:30
pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Sarah’s Swing Set; Player’s Pub;
6pm; $5
•

F R I D AY, D E C 2 2 N D

• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6:30
pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Ya Never Know; Player’s Pub; 5pm
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C 2 3 R D

• Believe: A Brown County
Christmas Tradition (variety
show); Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $19.50-$20.50
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
& 6:30pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Bob Palindrome; Player’s Pub; 5pm

S U N D AY, D E C 24 T H

• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm;
$11.95-$39.95
• Karaoke; Back Door; 10pm; free
•

• Open Stage w/Luxe Monroe;
Back Door; 11pm
• Rich Hill’s World of Magic;
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
& 7:30pm; $19.50-$22.50
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
& 6:30pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Stardusters Big Band; Player’s
Pub; 6pm; $7
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C 2 8 T H

• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2 &
6:30pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Sean Donnelly; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $10-$13
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• John Dehner & the Enthusiasts;
Player’s Pub; 7pm
•

F R I D AY, D E C 2 9 T H

• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6:30
pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Sean Donnelly; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $12-$15
• Forest Gras Band; Player ’s
Pub; 8pm
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C 3 0 T H

• New Year’s Eve Eve Retro Dance
Party; Bluebird; 9pm;
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm;
$11.95-$39.95
• Peter Pan (Cardinal Stage);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6:30
pm; $11.95-$39.95
• Sean Donnelly; Comedy Attic;
8pm, $14-$18; 10:30pm, $12-$15

S U N D AY, D E C 3 1 S T

• Reverend Peyton’s Big Damn
Band; Bluebird; 8pm; $15-$20
• New Year’s Eve Celebration;
Brown County Playhouse; 7pm;
$52.50 (21 & over)
M O N D AY, D E C 2 5 T H
• Sean Donnelly; Comedy Attic;
• Monroe County Community
8pm, $22; 10:30pm, $25
Kitchen Christmas Day Meal
• Karaoke; Back Door; 10pm
•
See Straight No Chaser at the IU Auditorium Friday, December 15.
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SAILING LAKE HURON’S

Georgian Bay and North Channel
By Jim Krause

Early in the morning, lying in our cozy V-berth, I listened to the winds howling as our sailboat rolled
about and tugged at anchor. Since we weren’t on the rocks, I concluded our anchor was holding. I
rolled over and snatched a little more sleep.
Months before we began our sailing trip, we studied charts and
anchorages, measured distances, and tried to imagine all that
could go right or wrong and what me might discover. My wife,
Anne, and I were planning a two-month voyage through Lake
Huron’s Georgian Bay and North Channel, a region spanning
hundreds of miles, with 15 provincial parks and thousands of
remote wilderness nooks and crannies.
In mid-June Wwe packed a cello, guitar, mandolin, canoe, kayak,
clothing, cameras, and everything else we’d need for two months
into our SUV and drove 530 miles north to Mackinaw City. The
town is overﬂowing with fudge, ice cream, and T-shirt shops, but
it also has a ﬁne waterfront from where we would launch Traumfänger, our 37-foot Bavaria sailboat.
She ﬁrst had to be extricated from the pole building where she’d
wintered. I was concerned the morning of our launch. Our boat
was nowhere in sight and the marina service manager out for the
day. Contemplating this, I sipped coﬀee, absentmindedly staring
out the second-ﬂoor window of Starbucks. There, towering above
the tourist traﬃc, on the back of an oversized trailer, was Traumfänger, on her way to the marina. Soon she was in the slings of the
travel hoist, gently being lowered into the water. She was almost
ready except for a dead battery, a broken charger, no refrigeration,
a short in our antenna, mildew, and water slowly ﬁlling up the
insides. Not bad. I got to work ﬁxing things, which meant six trips
to the parts counter, two runs to the hardware store in the next
town, and one visit by a refrigerator tech. Miraculously all was

remedied within a few days and Traumfänger was ready for her
inaugural sail.Miraculouslyall was remedied withinafewdaysand
Traumfängerwas ready for her inaugural sail.
“If anything’s going to happen, it’s going to happen out there.”
Captain Ron (from the movie Captain Ron)
We usually start with a short, 10-15-mile shakedown sail, but this
was our ﬁfth year with Traumfänger and we’ve grown to trust our
boat and our abilities. With optimism and a decent weather window, we planned a direct run, 140 miles from Mackinaw City to
Tobermory, Canada. Crossing from the tip of Michigan to the tip
of Ontario’s Bruce Peninsula meant an overnight, 24-hour open
water passage across Lake Huron.

Near sunset, we rowed over to the
Cabot Head Lighthouse, which opened
in 1896. If we’d been here a century
ago, we would’ve been greeted (or run
off) by the lighthouse keeper. But now
the structure stood empty
We motored out of the marina midmorning. The magniﬁcent
Mackinac Bridge, just behind us, was swallowed by fog, leaving nothing but the tops of the towers poking out, an eerie and
beautiful sight. The temperature dropped as the fog enveloped
us and reduced our visible world to under a hundred feet. But
by early afternoon the sun burned away the fog, and a rising

Sunset in Bustards Harbour
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wind powered us eastward. We lost sight of land, surrounded by nothing but
water, sky, and horizon.
We saw no other boats, except for a lone freighter, the Manitowoc. I spent most
of the night on watch, huddled under a blanket in the cockpit. The routine for the
night watch was: scan the horizon for ships and other dangers; if none is spotted,
press the alarm for 20 minutes and try to snatch a few minutes of sleep; wake up
and repeat the process. I did this until 6 AM, when it was Anne’s turn to keep
watch. The wind and waves continued to build, and by 8:30 I was back in the
cockpit, steering down four-foot waves. Just as we neared the dangerous shoals
around Fathom
Five Marine Park
(known for its
many shipwrecks)
the chart plotter
crashed. Smashing
onto the rocks,
sinking the boat,
and dying were
now possible outcomes.Things were
getting exciting.
Fortunately, after
a quick re-boot
all was well. The
wind and waves
eased as soon
as we rounded
the corner into
Tobermory’s Little
Tub Harbour. After
dutifully reporting
into customs, we
pulled into our slip
at 10 AM, exactly
24 hours after departing Mackinaw
City. Outside of being wind-worn and
sleep deprived, we
and our boat were
in ﬁne shape.
Tobermory is a
charming seaport,
accommodating to
boaters and people
Top: Jim Krause and Anne Hurley aboard Traumfänger
on foot. Within
Bottom: Jim Krause and Anne Hurley aboard Traumfänger
walking distance of
the harbor there’s a grocery store, brew pub, coﬀee shop, restaurants, ferry terminal,
and the all-important LCBO (Liquor Control Board of Ontario), the only place one can
buy liquor in Ontario. Shortly after arriving we met Mark, our good friend, who’d be
joining us for the next leg of our trip. We celebrated safe arrivals and spent the next
day stocking our pantry and taking in sights. The harbor was like main street. Kayakers and tour boats were constantly coming and going along with ﬁshing vessels,
Coast Guard ships, and the huge Chi-Cheemaun ferry, which would be Mark’s ride
back from Manitoulin Island.
From Tobermory, we sailed east, leisurely skirting along the northern tip of the Bruce
Peninsula. Part of the Niagara Escarpment, the peninsula consists of striking dolomite limestone cliﬀs (some with caves), forests, and occasional beaches. At a few of
the beaches we saw backpackers trekking the Bruce Peninsula Trail, a 550-mile long
footpath stretching from Niagara Falls to the tip of the Bruce Peninsula.
A pair of navigation towers marked the entry into Wingﬁeld Basin, a natural harbor
and nature reserve at the northeast corner of the Bruce Peninsula. I steered the boat
into the harbor by lining our course up with the two towers. We motored by the skeleton of Gargantua, an ancient steamer wrecked in 1952. We set the anchor and saw a
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Bloomington’s coziest tea spot.

NOW OPEN

100+ Loose Leaf Teas
Tea by the cup or kettle
Iced tea • Hot tea • Bulk tea
Chai lattes • Desserts
Kombucha on tap
Apothecary • CBD Tea
Tea wares
Meeting space
Loyal-tea program
Visit us at 615 W Kirkwood Ave
812.822.2035 | btowntea.com
@bloomingtea
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parade of wildlife: a family of geese, a bald eagle, deer, and
a mother bear and her yearling cub. Near sunset, we rowed
over to the Cabot Head Lighthouse, which opened in 1896. If
we’d been herea centuryago, we would’ve been greeted (or
run oﬀ) by the lighthouse keeper. If we’d been here a century
ago, we would’ve been greeted (or run oﬀ) by the lighthouse
keeper. But now the structure stood empty, functionally
replaced by a blinking automated light atop a metal tower. Fortunately, the lighthouse was still in good condition,
thanks to dedicated preservationists.But now the structure
stood empty, functionally replaced by ablinkingautomated
lightatop ametal tower.Fortunately, the lighthousewas still in
goodcondition, thanks to dedicated preservationists.

Low-lying islands emerged like ghosts
out of the haze, floated by, then
disappeared.
The next morning we learned that a
storm front was heading our way. We
had about 12 hours to leave or we’d be
weathered in for days. Oﬀ we sailed,
North-Northeast across the Georgian
Bay, 50 miles to the Bustards, a group
of low-lying rocky islands and part of
French River Provincial Park. Shortly
after we left we looked back to see a
mass of dark storm clouds covering
Wingﬁeld Basin.
The wind and waves picked up by
mid-afternoon, creating a corkscrew effect as our boat rolled over the swells. We
closed in on the Bustards and breathed
a sigh of relief when we entered the
channel, protected from the winds and
waves pounding the outer islands. There
were no other boats, and the few cabins
that lined the shores were still boarded
up. We had the place all to ourselves lovely! We dropped our anchor in 20 feet
of water and backed up towards shore, a
massive slope of granite coming out of the water. Using the
dinghy, I took the end of a long spool of yellow, polypropylene line and tied the stern of our boat to a few trees that
had managed to take root in the rock. Our spot provided
shelter from the wind and a wonderful view down the
inlet.
“No matter where you go, there you are.”
Buckaroo Banzai (from the movie Adventures of Buckaroo
Banzai Across the 8th Dimension)
Strong winds and downpours kept us winded in for several days. There was no place we could go and no better
place we could be. We could hear the waves pounding
the outer islands, but inside we were relatively protected.
When it wasn’t raining, or blowing too hard, we swam,
ﬁxed things, paddled about, and explored. Days went
by. We read books, celebrated our anniversary, played
Scrabble, and enjoyed Anne’s cooking. One evening the
rain stopped, the clouds parted, and we were treated to a
rainbow followed by a glorious sunset. Outside of a few
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Top: Little Tub Harbour, Tobermory, Canada
Middle: A rainbow in Bustards Harbour
Bottom: Traumfänger in her slip in Little Tub Harbour
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ﬁshing boats, we were alone except for ducks, loons, turtles, frogs, and ﬁsh. Had we
been out a week? I began losing track of time.
The weather improved, so we sailed north to Bad River, another part of French River
Provincial Park and only 12 miles away. Light fog added an interesting dimension to
the landscape. Low-lying islands emerged like ghosts out of the haze, ﬂoated by, then
disappeared.
Despite its name, Bad River is quite good, with outstanding scenery, and excellent
paddling and hiking. There are rapids to run and hundreds of places to poke a small
boat into. The entrance however, is challenging. To get in, we threaded our boat
through two miles of long, narrow rocky channels. Inside Bad River Bay was an expanse of Canadian Shield wilderness - Precambrian rock, about 4.5 billion years old.
We climbed up the ridge overlooking the anchorage and could see for miles. To the
south lay the Georgian Bay. Around us were pink rolling gneiss ridges, separated by
channels of water. Millions of years ago massive ice sheets ground over these rocks.
Like outstretched ﬁngers dragging through sand, glaciers scraped out a patchwork of
elongated furrows. Many ridgetops were rounded and smooth. Where there wasn’t
bare rock, the surface was covered with moss, lichen, pines, and wild blueberries.
Low-lying areas contained ponds, lakes, swamps, and streams - a perfect habitat for
bears, birds, squirrels, beavers and moose. Back at the boat we found the water an
almost bearable 67 degrees! We swam and celebrated Canada on its 150th birthday.
French River Provincial Park is in the northeastern tip of the Georgian Bay. Lake
Nipissing (Ontario’s third-largest lake) drains down into Lake Huron through the
French River, once a major thoroughfare for travelers, trappers, traders, and indigenous people.
The wilderness was wonderful, but after eight days cruising, our supplies were
running low. (Speciﬁcally, we were running out of beer and needed to pump out the
head.) We pointed our bow west for a 25-mile sail to Killarney, Ontario to re-supply
and feel the ﬂat earth under our feet.
Compared to wild and remote Bad River, Killarney felt like a bustling city. With
a population under 400, Killarney sits on a tiny channel connecting the Georgian
Bay with the North Channel. Established as a fur trading outpost in 1820, Killarney
changed its focus to logging and then tourism. We took a slip at the recently renovated Killarney Mountain Lodge and enjoyed the view out across the Georgian Bay. Our
stay was surreal. Helicopters were ﬂying in high-dollar clients and landing 100 feet
from our boat. I watched a ﬂoatplane land in the channel, taxi out of the water up a
ramp, and park next to the helipad. An unassuming normal looking couple stepped
out of the plane, chocked the wheels, and came up to have a drink at the outdoor bar
where we were enjoying happy hour. I commended them on their expert arrival and
they laughed, admitting it was the ﬁrst time they’d ever done such a thing. There
indeed is a ﬁrst time for everything.
Enough excitement. After restocking it was time to get back to nature. We sailed
a short way to Covered Portage Cove, a lovely little anchorage tucked up against
towering quartzite cliﬀs. Mark and I hiked to the top, picked blueberries, and enjoyed
the 360-degree view. Anne and I gave an impromptu happy hour concert from our
cockpit. Boaters came over in their dinghies to listen; soon we had a ﬂoating party
and people, strangers just minutes before, sharing stories and phone numbers. Music
has a magical way of bringing people together.
The next day Mark and I explored an old portage, now mainly used as a snowmobile trail. We followed it for 25 minutes and came out to a stunning view of Frazier
Bay. There are not many things ﬁner than tramping through the woods to discover
the surprises that wait around the corner.
We raced to make the 2pm swing bridge into Little Current, Ontario for a ﬁnal evening with Mark before catching the ferry back to Tobermory. If we missed the swing
bridge opening, we’d have to wait until 6pm. The bridge usually opens on the hour,
but it was broken and only opening three times a day. Fortunately, we made it with
15 minutes to spare. Little Current is the largest town on Manitoulin Island. Much of
the town’s identity is tied to the historic Little Current Swing Bridge connecting the
island with the mainland of Ontario. Operating originally as a train bridge in 1913, it
now carries a single lane of vehicular traﬃc and adorns postcards, websites, posters,
and even the name of a local craft beer. Anyone driving to or from the mainland must
drive over the bridge. Sailors transiting between the North Channel and Georgian
Bay must time their arrival to coincide with its opening. We stayed at the town docks,
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Frazier Bay

which had a wonderful evening view of the bridge, glowing
orange with the sunset’s reﬂection.
From Little Current we had a glorious 15-mile downwind sail
east, up into McGregor Bay. McGregor Bay isn’t a single bay, but
a vast body of islands and inlets bordering the western edge of
Killarney Provincial Park, revered by many as a paddlers’ paradise. By the time we maneuvered six miles up into our favorite
anchorage it was blowing hard and the skies were dark. So far
we’d experienced more rain, wind, and colder temperatures than
on any other trip, but fortunately the water was a swimmable 70
degrees. It’s a sensory experience to feel 55-degree rain and wind
against your skin and then jump into warm water. The wind
continued through the evening while the full moon ﬂirted with us
through the clouds.
Early in the morning, lying in our cozy V-berth I listened to the
winds gusting and the boat rolling about as we lay at anchor.
The winds had shifted 180 degrees overnight, turning our boat
around, and I imagined what the view out the stern would be
now. I also thought about our anchor, which I’d ﬁrmly set the previous day, now being pulled in the opposite direction. Since we
weren’t on the rocks, I concluded our anchor was holding, rolled
over and snatched a little more sleep.
In our remote location, we were cut oﬀ from all communications
except for weather reports, delivered via VHF radio by a computer voice through waves of static. By comparison to the synthesized voice of Environment Canada, Siri is downright alluring.
But alas, “Siri not available.” It rained, books were read, and days
slipped by. Every now and then there was excitement. A family of
loons would swim by or we’d see a tern catching a ﬁsh. I caught
a beautiful and delicious small mouth bass. A few groups of
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canoeists paddled by in the rain. We felt lucky, having a dry cabin
to snuggle up in.
I was swimming when I saw a familiar looking sailboat entering
the bay. Our cruising friends Brian and Jeanne made a surprise
appearance on their boat, Clairvoyant. They were on their way
south to the Erie Canal and making what was likely their last run
through the North Channel. After days of isolation it was wonderful to see them. We celebrated around a campﬁre and toasted
to our friendship and to the moment, as we knew we’d never be
there together again.
When the weather broke, it was time to explore. Armed with a
compass and topo map, I paddled north into Killarney Provincial Park to try to lose myself in the wilderness. I saw an animal
trail at the water’s edge, so I beached the canoe and followed it.
Up on the ridgetop I found matted grass and fresh piles of deer
droppings. I could picture the deer here just minutes before, ears
up, alert to my presence, then bolting as soon as I started up the
hill. Another path led to Canis Lake, a beautiful and remote lake
surrounded by pines and curvaceous granite shores. There were
vestiges of animals (a promising pile of bear poop) but though my
camera was ready, none came out to pose.
We saw fox, bear, deer, otters, and beavers from afar, but the
only animals that came near our boat were a family of loons. They
seemed to like music. Any time I’d play my guitar, one of them
would swim over and pipe in. During our last night in McGregor
Bay the loons and I had gotten to know each other and worked
up some good tunes. But it was time to bid farewell to our new
feathered friends and get underway.
We met Kevin and Lara in Spanish, Ontario, arriving miraculously within 15 minutes or so of each other. It was good to see them
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- and fortuitous, as they brought sunny skies. We whisked them
oﬀ to the Benjamin Islands for a week of paddling, swimming,
climbing on rocks, and playing music. The Benjamins are popular,
for good reason. The pink granite islands oﬀer magniﬁcent views
and provide great hiking, swimming, paddling, and gunkholing
opportunities. We visited Kurt Larsen’s sculptures, which he had
constructed the previous year and were still standing. We all made
our own contributions and had a semi-serious discussion of whether stacking of rocks was art or vandalism of nature.
We had nothing but sunshine with Kevin and Lara, but after they
left, bad weather returned - so we stayed put in Spanish to do
laundry and wait out the rain. After burning oﬀ several hundred
calories on the marina’s treadmill I thought it best to get them back.
In the afternoon, I hitched a ride to Lucky’s Snack Bar, a popular local burger, poutine, and ice cream shack. Next to the order window
was a newspaper story taped up showing Canadian Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau, smiling while munching on a Lucky’s burger. If it’s
good enough for the Prime Minister, you know it’s got to be good
(and it was).
When the weather improved, we sailed oﬀ searching for new
anchorages, leading us to Matheson, a small, remote island and part
of La Cloche Provincial Park. The park spans a large section of the La
Cloche Mountains, Lake La Cloche, and several islands to the south:
Matheson, Luisa, Hog and Kirkpatrick, to name a few. The park has
no facilities. It’s just a huge chunk of mountains, woods, and water
that one must hike, ski, boat, or snowmobile in to enjoy. We thanked
Canada for having the vision to set aside and protect such a beautiful
place and vowed to return someday.

There are not many things finer than
tramping through the woods to discover
the surprises that wait around the corner.
Next came Croker Island. It took only a few minutes to ﬁnd a perfect spot, stern-tie to shore, and become enamored. Croker is large,
rocky, and forested, with several anchorages, beaches, blueberries
galore, and nearby islands and channels to paddle around and
explore. Anne and I gave a happy hour concert and were charmed
when the dinghy-less crew of a nearby boat swam over to listen.
We sold a few CDs and gave away a few more. I climbed the rocks
to pick blueberries and take in the sunset. There wouldn’t be too
many more as it was time to begin the voyage home.
We sailed west, down the length of the North Channel towards
Drummond Island, Michigan. We danced around squalls and
spotted two waterspouts - a ﬁrst for us. Miles from any safe harbor,
there was nothing to do but look in awe and try to get pictures.
Finally, after a 10-hour crossing, we were safely anchored back in
US waters, at appropriately named Harbor Island. There we began
to process our adventures and transition back to normalcy and life
on land.
Journeys are transformative and nature is believed to fuel creativity: Come back from a trip a changed person and pen inspired
compositions. I don’t know if there’s truth in that, but the thought
of trampingscrambling through the woods or sailing somewhere
new always lifts my spirits and gives me reason to dream about the
next destination. At work, on the wall of my oﬃce is a coastal map
of the Paciﬁc Northwest. We’re thinking about taking Traumfänger
over there in a few years. I’m not sure when or if we will. But the
map provides hope and reminder that there are always places to go
and promises of new discoveries.
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ELECTRONIC BLOOMINGTON COMES OF AGE

by Kenneth Shafer

INTRO EDITORIAL - ONE SUMMER NIGHT

On one warm night, July 19, 2017, in Bloomington all the following occurred within only a few hours of each other.
In the basement of a South Walnut house a small but fascinated
crowd of mostly twenty-somethings were taking advantage of the
free Open Tweak V (ﬁfth in a series), as a live electronic performer
was knob-twisting and ﬁne-tuning his dual “Eurorack” modules, his
Elektron drum machine and sound sampler, and his Korg keyboard
synthesizer, churning out a series of hypnotic beats and blips.
“Welcome to the south side of electronic music,” said the host,
Iain Donkin though he didn’t bother to explain how the south side
of Bloomington diﬀered from the north side. Still, he continued,
“Almost everything we do here is Live Personal Appearance (Live
PA), and we cover the spectrum of genres – Electronic Dance Music,
Trance, Drone, and spontaneous collaborations. This is a venue for
discovery, nearly everyone who participates is self trained.”
A few blocks away and less than an hour later, Indiana University music professor Paul Siwko-Bajon played to a somewhat less than sellout
crowd of much older people at the Buskirk-Chumley theater. Twenty
bucks got one entry to an overview of Synthesizers in Film, branded as
Synthfest. Multiple top of the line racked Kurzweil synths were visible
on the stage, along with a tower personal computer.
Before the live synth playing, the audience was treated to a short
video where classic synth player Jean Jarre was shown in his
studio surrounded by scads of electronic music making hardware,
only a few of which had attached keyboards. Indicating a preference for what are known as electronic sequencers (hardware boxes that play pre-programmed sequences of notes), Jarre explained
how he created one of his classic pieces, Oxygene.
From here, Siwko-Bajon took the stage and played the classics
from Vangelis, Giorgio Moroder, Tangerine Dream, John Carpenter, and Jean Jarre, underscoring the importance of synthesizer
music as ﬁlm soundtracks, especially for science ﬁction movies
like Blade Runner and Escape from New York. The crowd was
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attentive, but did not dance other than with an occasional gratuitous nod of the head, as if they were disguising the fact that they
were almost falling asleep as the performance passed their usual
bedtime hour of 9:30 pm.
But the night was still young. It was easy, almost too easy, to
walk just around the corner, and slip down the steps into the
underground of The Root Cellar, where Danger Latte and Kyle
Spears were DJing their particular brand of so-called Techno,
which is one of the types of electronic music most amenable to
dancing. This was Saturday night, after all, and nobody had to be
anywhere Sunday morning, and the crowd was not about to let
up until the legally-mandated closing hours wee in the morning.
The thump thump! thump! thump! thump! of the bass drum on
every quarter beat kept everybody jumping.
That such a litany of electronic events could happen so close together in location and time was not always so in Bloomington, and
should not be taken for granted. That it did is a clear and pronounced
statement that electronic music has ﬁrmly arrived in Bloomington.
How did this scene get to this point? Where did it come from?
And where might it be going?
This issue initiates a series of articles will address those questions, if not fully answer them. Other follow-up articles will
focus on the history of synthesizer and electronic dance music,
the explosion into numerous diﬀerent types, called genres, and
even into sub-genres, the evolution of experimental and electronic
music in Bloomington, the role of local Disc Jockeys (DJ’s), Live
Performers (Live PA), and a bit of a catch-all covering what is
called experimental, ambient, and drone electronic music.
The musical culture changes. Electronic and Dance Music is
claiming its rightful place in the local music scene as a full-ﬂedged
equal with classical, rock, jazz, R&B, blues, folk, and country.
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A SHORT GUIDE TO DANCE MUSIC AND ELECTRONIC VENUES IN BLOOMINGTON
THE BLUEBIRD
The Bluebird has been at the top of the heap for music venues
since the 1970’s, and continues today. Its large capacity, its reputation, and its history all serve to be a draw for big name acts with a
healthy smattering of local artists thrown in. When the big names
come in, the cover can be expensive, but that does not deter a
crowded attendance. When most of the students leave town for
the summer, the Bluebird will feature more local acts.
There’s a big dance ﬂoor right in front of the performance stage,
which also accommodates what is usually the best light show for
these events. By midnight it is often standing room only, and that
is even shoulder to shoulder.
Music wise, The Bluebird seems to feature more of the Hip Hop
derivative genres of dance music.
THE ROOT CELLAR
This club is one of the favorites of the DJs. It regularly features EDM and live electronic acts, and as its name implies, it is
underground, being in back of The Farm restaurant. As well as
a nominal size dance ﬂoor, there is some seating, and oﬀ to the
side several cubby holes with comfortable lounge sofas that serve
as “chill rooms” to provide a little sonic distance from the boom
boom boom of the music.
It also seems to attract a more diverse crowd than some of the
other venues, and a poster at the door cautions entrants to leave
their bigotry at home.
The Root Cellar is very supportive of local acts, and seems to
often provide entry without any cover charge.
VIDEO SALOON
The Video Saloon has its EDM dance ﬂoor right at street level,
across from the Bluebird, and customers often traﬃc between the
two. EDM acts are presented on a somewhat infrequent and irregular basis and have been known to be without a cover charge.
SERENDIPITY
Serendipity has a light, airy feel, located in the same space as the
legendary Second Story. The stage is at one end, the bar at right
angles to it, with a dance area the length of the club. You’re more
likely to encounter an international type crowd here, as it also

regularly hosts Latin dance nights.
As advertised, Serendipity is a martini bar – with a peculiar twist
of also featuring PBR on tap.
BLOCKHOUSE
The Blockhouse is a somewhat hidden gem nestled in the same
cluster that includes Serendipity and The Back Door. You get to it
by going downstairs – to an underground, a characteristic which
it shares with the Root Cellar, and which has all the ﬂavor of “underground” Techno clubs in the Detroit area. Being underground,
it’s possible, but not easy, to take a break outside, but just like truly urban Techno underground clubs, there are two or three “chill
rooms” where you can get just a little bit away from the volume of
the kick drum, and have a chat with the friend you just made.
It does not have the capacity to generally handle big name acts,
though regional one and smaller national acts do pass through. It
is one of the venues that is especially hospitable to local EDM DJ’s
and live performers.
OPEN TWEAK
Strictly speaking, Open Tweak is a Bloomington House Show
network kind of place rather than a “club.” This is an experimental electronic event as part of the Bloomingtron network. (Read
carefully now, there is that “r” in Bloomingtron that makes all
the diﬀerence.) Another underground venue, it is located in the
basement of a house on South Walnut Street.
PLAYERS PUB
Players Pub is as little bit oﬀ the beaten path, being further
south, but still within easy walking distance if you’re going “clubbing” to multiple destinations. Cover charges are modest, and this
is the only place where you can get food, really good food, late
into the evening. The red beans and rice are highly recommended.
The dance ﬂoor is open and inviting, and for those taking a
break, there is also easy access to the sidewalk patio which is
taken full advantage of in the summer.
Players Pub draws a steady, but not packed, crowd, and its
schedule is consistent – dance music every Friday night starting at
11:30 PM, after the headliner music act has left the stage.
DJs usually bring a light show and maybe fog machines, and the
dance crowd seems to be easier than average to accommodate
making new friends. It also features a wide variety of DJs, and
doesn’t seem to play favorites.
THE BACK DOOR
The Back Door is easily the most festive of the clubs. As Bloomington’s premier LGBTQ venue, you are likely to see costumes
and fashions any day of the week, not just during Halloween or a
Friday the 13th. A disco ball provides the shimmering light. The
Back Door is more likely to feature what is known as “House”
music than most of the other clubs.
During a recent visit on a Friday the 13th, a patron dressed with
a giant Earth globe for a head claimed that “global warming”
was the scariest thing going on, as the dance music provided the
release from the madness of the world.
The Back Door is also one of the more consistent hosts for dance
music, featuring it every Friday and Saturday night. There is a
cover, but it is modest.
RECESS
What to say about Recess? Well, it seems to have more in common
culturally with its sister watering hole Kilroy’s on Kirkwood than
any of the other electronic venues. It’s an experiment of an “18 and
over” venue, being launched only a few months ago. A spate of bad
publicity over questionable marketing slogans was climaxed by a
public rebuke by Bloomington mayor John Hamilton.
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DIRECTORY OF VENUES
players pub

424 S Walnut St.
https://www.facebook.com/theplayerspub/
https://theplayerspub.com
Electronic / EDM events: every Friday, 11:30 pm

the root cellar lounge

108 East Kirkwood Avenue (in back of The Farm)
https://www.facebook.com/therootcellarlounge/
Instagram: @therootcellarlounge
https://www.farm-bloomington.com/root-cellar/
Electronic / EDM events: Second Saturday’s of each month is Satellite of Love with DJ MADDOG, ﬁrst Friday is Acid / Base, fourth Friday is Riot Bootque with DJs Angst and E-Trash, fourth Saturday is Rave in the
Cave with Troll & Company, also Techno Tequla Tuesdays (irregularly), and Play Techno with Kyle Spears
and Danger Latte peppered throughout the schedule

video saloon

105 West Seventh.
https: //www.facebook.com/The-Video-Saloon-117572978259123/
Electronic / EDM events: On occasional basis.

the back door

207 South College
https://www.facebook.com/backdoorbloomington/
http://backdoorbloomington.com/
Electronic / EDM events: Every Friday and Saturday nights, with house DJ’s.

serendipity

201 South College.
https://www.facebook.com/serendipitymartinibar/
http://www.serendipitymartini.com/
Electronic / EDM events: Often.

blockhouse

205 South College
https://www.facebook.com/blockhousebar/
Electronic / EDM events: Often.
Open Tweak / Bloomingtron
https://www.facebook.com/events/2047876615443214/
Electronic / EDM events: roughly every four to six weeks

bluebird

216 North Walnut
https://www.facebook.com/thebluebirdbar/
https://www.thebluebird.ws/
Electronic / EDM events: Often, both local and national.

recess

430 East Kirkwood
http://kilroysrecess.com/nightclub/
Electronic / EDM events: Often, both local and national.
Few of the local DJ’s we interviewed had much experience with it.
Recess looks to be booking national acts, possibly augmented by a set
of local DJs who do not circulate much beyond Recess’s conﬁnes.
Its proximity close to campus and the fraternities and sororities on Third Street naturally make it a big favorite of the
college crowd.
The Ryder asked many of club owners and managers about town
a number of questions about the growing scene for Electronic and
Dance Music in Bloomington. Panelists in this discussion are Nicci
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B at The Back Door, Dave Kubiak of the Bluebird, David James of
The Blockhouse, Joe Estivill of Players Pub, and Danny McKinley
of The Root Cellar.
The Ryder: How often do you oﬀer entertainment that can be
considered electronic or Electronic Dance Music?
Nicci B: MADDOG and Pixie are our resident Friday and Saturday night DJs and both invaluable to our business and the culture
we’ve created at The Back Door.
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ELECTRONIC / EDM BLOOMINGTON VENUE ROUNDTABLE
Joe Estivill: Weekly,
Fridays at 11:30 PM.
Danny McKinley:
Three to six times a
month, sometimes
more, sometimes less
depending on
who
is
looking for gigs
and
how recently others have
played.
David James: We do a wide
variety of music – rock and roll,
jazz, Hip Hop – and we do EDM
at least once a month.
Dave Kubiak: For the current
semester, about three times a month,
counting both local and national acts. We
often book TR0LL and Shy Guy Says and
local acts after national acts for Thursday night
shows. Our national and local acts support each
other both ways – it’s give and take.
The Ryder: How do you feel this entertainment
is received by your customers? Are they enthusiastic, do they dance a lot? How is your attendance? What can you say about your customers interaction with these types of acts?
Nicci B: I can tell you that, regardless of the
genre, dance music is and has always been
at the center of queer culture and speciﬁcally queer night life -- we dance to celebrate,
we dance to mourn, we dance to protest, we
dance to rage, we dance to escape.
Joe Estivill: This is a new audience for us.
They do dance a lot.
Danny McKinley: There are a lot of positive
reaction from the public and customers for
this style of music. Most who come for EDM
nights are very enthusiastic and spend as
much time dancing as their bodies will let
them.Generally our attendance is outstanding,
even on nights that would normally be slower
or even nights when there is a lot of competition from other clubs doing similar events.
David James: Attendance is performer dependent.
Dave Kubiak: Promotion is critical to attendance. The underlying principle as
to what the Bluebird is morphs over time. Some things are the same but the
music genres change. I want the Bluebird to be the place that everyone wants
to experience. Interaction with the audience is great with our EDM acts. We
would still like to take it up another level, but there can be a lot of production
involved, since some national acts literally ﬂy in with only a suitcase for their
setup, and we have to arrange the rest, like the light show.
The Ryder: Do you feel there are diﬀerences between electronic / EDM acts
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and your other live acts (rock bands, shows, skits,
etc.) - how does EDM ﬁt into your overall oﬀerings?
Joe Estivill: It’s a bit diﬀerent than most of our acts as
they are solo artists, most of our acts are bands. It’s a
great complement to our other oﬀerings as we like to
mix it up.
Danny McKinley: There is a huge diﬀerence in the
styles of EDM even within the genre. I couldn’t really
say, other than some of the crowd types, most people
who come to our club and stay are generally in a
good mood and are enthusiastic about the entertainment they are seeing/hearing. I couldn’t really
respond to the question if you are trying to get at
whether or not one type of night is better than the
other or if crowds are more positive or negative. As
an overall oﬀering, we try to oﬀer a good safe time
with quality entertainment/ music and our EDM
artists ﬁt right with this category quite well.
David James: Oh, yeah! We welcome good people
and good music. And the EDM community is a welcome one.
Dave Kubiak: EDM can be polarizing, kind of like
country music. Either you really like it or you don’t
at all.
The Ryder: Do EDM DJ’s oﬀer you a cost advantage in what you pay your acts?
Joe Estivill: No, everyone works for the door.
Danny McKinley: We oﬀer all performers more or
less the same rates. I guess the only ‘bargain’ that
maybe we get is that most of the current EDM DJs
like to perform in small groups. When this happens
we do see pull of diﬀerent crowds where some of
our performers are solo and not only have to push
through with a longer endurance, but also have to try
to pull from all crowds by their lonesome. (one hour
or ﬁve hours, the performances these people do, have
to be exhausting)
David James: No, EDM does not oﬀer a cost advantage to us.
Dave Kubiak: The biggest diﬀerence is that EDM
or live electronic acts are usually only one or two
performers. But what has changed is this – it used
to be that rock acts, of several performers, traveled
a circuit of about three hundred miles radius. And
they play four or ﬁve nights in a row. For EDM, the
national acts travel nationally, and may ﬂy in from
two thousand miles or more, and only for one night.
So the expenses can be greater.
The Ryder: What do you see as the near and/or longterm future for electronic / EDM for your club?
Joe Estivill: Continue to grow our weekly gig.
Danny McKinley: I see it being a regular in our
rotation of entertainment. As the scene grows more
and more great DJs keep popping up. I’m really quite
impressed at the number of really excellent DJs that
have come out of seemingly nowhere. (Eighteen
months ago, I was having a trouble ﬁlling my calen-
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dar and now I have trouble making room for everybody)

The best is when a friend tells another friend.

David James: EDM and Electronic will be around for years to
come! It is relatively new compared to other types of music.

The Ryder: Any general comments you’d like to make that you
would ﬁnd quotable?

Dave Kubiak: We’re on the music bus, let’s see where it takes us.
Certainly through the spring semester.

Nicci B: I think anytime you get a critical mass of queers together
in one space a dance party becomes less of a possibility and more
of an inevitability--it’s just what we do.

The Ryder: Any speciﬁc Electronic / EDM artists that you have
hosted that you would like to speciﬁcally mention?
Joe Estivill: I enjoy the diﬀerent styles of the DJ’s. No favorites
quite yet.
Danny McKinley: DJ Angst and E-Trash, MADDOG, TR0LL, Derz,
Lemondoza, Longuy, Danger Latte, Kyle Spears, Sweater Disco,
Lowe, Plastic Sounds, Deep Sense, FIIT, and I am sure I’m forgetting many more, but these are some of the very excellent and very
diﬀerent styled EDM DJs and producers that we have hosted/
particularly enjoyed.
Dave Kubiak: We’re getting the networking of people in place. Attendance is a consequence of more than contact via social media.
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Joe Estivill: Come dance!
Danny McKinley: DJ Angst said it best, “When it comes to EDM/
electronic music: the vibe, the performance, the audience, the
dance, the party will go ALL. NIGHT. LONG.” Though you may
quote me, please make sure DJ Angst gets credit for the “ALL.
NIGHT. LONG.” tag. It’s his tag for his parties, it’s just a very true
statement and positive statement for the genre.
Dave Kubiak: I’m happy The Ryder is writing this piece. And I’m
happy that TR0LL (Troy Michael) and Shy Guy Says have been so instrumental to the success of this kind of music. Troy has been working very, very hard to uplift the DJ and EDM scene all over town.
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Sunflower Occupation
November 27 – Monday – 7:00 p.m.

Faces Places*

November 30 – Thursday – 7:00 p.m.
December 1 – Friday – 7:00 p.m.

Dear Mandela

December 2 – Saturday – 3:00 p.m.

La passion de Jeanne d’Arc
(The Passion of Joan of Arc)
Silent ﬁ lm with live guitar accompaniment by Jason Fickel.

December 3 – Sunday – 3:00 p.m.

Swamp Thing
Producer and IU Alumnus Michael Uslan is scheduled to be present.

December 3 – Sunday – 6:30 p.m.

Bonnie and Clyde
December 4 – Monday – 3:00 p.m.

Last Year at Marienbad
December 4 – Monday – 7:00 p.m.

Dirty Dancing
December 7 – Thursday – 7:00 p.m.

Army of Shadows
December 8 – Friday – 6:30 p.m.

The American Astronaut
December 8 – Friday – 9:30 p.m.
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Third Annual The Sound
of Music Quote-Along
December 9 – Saturday – 2:00 p.m.

The Square*
December 9 – Saturday – 7:00 p.m.
December 10 – Sunday – 6:30 p.m.

Crimson Film
Festival 2017
December 11 – Monday – 7:00 p.m.

Fall 2017 Student
Films Showcase
December 12 – Tuesday – 7:00 p.m.

Monterey Pop
December 13 – Wednesday – 7:00 p.m.
December 14 – Thursday – 7:00 p.m.

Join us for more great ﬁlms!
Many screenings are free,
but most are ticketed.
Call 812-855-1103 for ticket information.

www.cinema.indiana.edu
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* The International
Arthouse Film Series is
co-sponsored by the
Ryder Film Series
and IU Cinema.
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All Children Smile in the
Same Language

INTERNATIONAL
CHILDREN’S
FILM FESTIVAL
The 2017

The Ryder Film Series presents 22 Short Films
from around the World for the Young and the Young at Heart

Sun, Dec 3 Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Program 1 (ages 3-7) 2:15 and 4:45 w Program 2 (ages 8-80) 3:30 and 6:15
Advance Tickets on Sale at the BCT Box Office or visit TheRyder.com
sponsored by Ferguson Law
co-sponsored by the Lotus Education and Arts Foundation

